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After the police sent out this report, countless official media reposts forwarded it.  

The police official quickly sent another message to Twitter: I am very grateful that Ms. 

Brielle cooperated with the police and did not leak the case, which allowed the police to 

capture all the criminal suspects so smoothly.)  

Soon, Bk University’s official Twitter also sent a notice: [Because Oliver seriously 

violated the school rules, the school has expelled his school registration.]  

All the major websites were instantly bombarded by the police announcement and Bk 

University’s announcement. The netizens were all shocked.  

They originally thought that this was just an ordinary dispute, but they didn’t expect it to 

be promoted to a criminal case? Breaking the law and earning tens of millions, involving 

a large number of people, this was the rhythm of being locked in prison!  

[So Brielle is really acting bravely for justice, not deliberately hurting people?]  

[If the investigation is not clear, the police will not directly announce the full name, but 

will hide the middle word like writing Brielle’s name. However, the police directly 

announced Oliver’s name, proving that the investigation has been clear. His crime is 

already a definite fact]  

[I said before that if Brielle is guilty, the police will not let Brielle go. At that time, there 

were many people who came to scold me. Now it finally proves that I am right. Why are 

those scolding people silent now?]  

[The college entrance examination champion actually did such illegal things. It is too 

shocking. It is not surprising that everyone did not believe in Brielle before. It is just that 

the identity filter of Oliver, the college entrance examination champion, is too big. 



Everyone will think that he is good at studying. He is a good student with excellent 

grades. Who would have thought that he would do such a thing?]  

[Oliver is really stupid. His grades are so good, and he is a famous student. His future is 

limitless. In the future, he can earn more money by himself. Why does he commit 

crimes?]  

[Although he is a famous university, it is not easy to earn 14 million dollars.]  

[Makes tens of millions. This shouldn’t be as simple as just selling photos and videos, 

right? Why do I feel like he has done something other illegal?]  

[I am a student of Beijing University. This week, two or three girls were called to the 

police station to record their statements. When they came back, they were in a very bad 

state. There is also Oliver’s girlfriend. She hasn’t been to school since the incident with 

Oliver. I heard that she has already been admitted to the psychiatric department of the 

hospital… How much stimulation has she suffered to suddenly have a mental 

disorder?]  

[My god, has Oliver’s girlfriend been taken as well? She has defended Oliver before and 

has been speaking up for Oliver online. She loves Oliver so much, but she was also…]  

[I heard from a friend of mine that the website involved in the matter is full of videos 

taken secretly. There are many people who lay their hands on their own wife and 

knocked out their own wife and then call an outsider to rape their wife, and then took the 

video… There were also some who targeted their own daughter. These with special 

likes would pay more. The reveiver needs to film a video. Fainted one and woke-up are 

different prices. The price of beautiful and average looking was also different. If it was 

underage, it would be higher. If it was with parent-child identification, plus beautiful, 

young and the first time, the reward could afford a suite in a small city. In short, it was 

particularly profitable.]  

[Don’t tell me that your friend has done this? I suggest the police investigate him.]  

[It’s too shocking. There is such a dark thing. My God!]  



[I really have to thank Brielle. Remove a garbage website to prevent more victims from 

appearing.] Brielle’s reputation instantly flipped. Those who scolded Brielle didn’t know if 

they shut their mouths and didn’t dare to say anything, or they also changed their tone 

and began to praise. In short, there were no longer any comments about scolding her.  

Brielle’s Twitter increased another wave of fans. From the time she participated in 

Wilderness Survival until now, only two months had passed. The number of fans had 

gone from over 100,000 to over 100 million. The growth rate of fans was definitely the 

fastest.  

Unfortunately, Brielle never sent Twitter. Other than the Twitter that the system 

automatically sent when she registered Twitter, she only sent a video of exposing 

Brooks and Pearl’s illicit relationship and was banned for a period of time.  

After a few incidents with her, there were already tens of millions of comments.  

At this time, at home, Brielle also saw the news and public opinion on the Internet.  

She couldn’t help but frown.  
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The police intended to protect the injured girls, but the “insiders” in the comments 

section would pop up from time to time, and in the end, the inside information was 

mostly exposed.  

However, she only took a look and did not pay too much attention to it.  

At the same time, in a medical hospital.  

Oliver’s mother looked at the public opinion on the Internet and the comments that 

scolded her son. Her tears kept flowing, and she was so angry that her whole body was 

shaking.  



“No, my son is not that kind of person. My son is the champion of the college entrance 

examination and has excellent academic performance. He can’t do that kind of thing. It’s 

all Brielle’s fault, not my son!”  

She collapsed and fell to the ground, crying her heart out.  

She had already seen the evidence of her son’s crime in the police station and heard 

her son admit his regret. She fainted in the police station because she could not bear 

the blow and was sent to the hospital.  

She knew that her son was not wronged. Her son really did something bad.  

However, she could not accept such a fact.  

Before today, her son had always been a good student in the eyes of others. She had 

been envied by countless people and her son had always been her pride.  

But now, her son was completely ruined.  

She would also become a joke in the eyes of others.  

“It’s all Brielle’s fault… she has harmed my son! She ruined my work for so many years. 

She deserves to die! I won’t let her go. I will avenge for my son!”  

Mother Clench suddenly got up from the ground and ran out of the ward quickly.  

When she ran out of the ward, she accidentally bumped into someone. She did not 

even look at the person and directly pushed open the door and continued to run out.  

“Stop, what do you mean by what you just said? Who you won’t let go? Who are you 

going to find to revenge?”  
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